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77-85 Oil Pump General Wear and Damage
Issues

Below are some general wear issues as well as secondary issues that may affect the operation of the oil
pump.
General wear is a given as all moving parts will eventually show an amount of wear.
Secondary damage or problems are sometimes not thought of and consist of other parts of or in the
motor that may end up damaging the oil pump.
Note: Any time there is a question about the oiling system, FIRST MAKE SURE THERE IS OIL
RETURNING TO THE OIL TANK.
If there is no oil returning, do not run the engine any longer until you've discovered why that is.
Seeing oil returning to the tank is usually a good thing. It verifies that the return side of the pump is
working. 1)

(which verifies the drive gear that drives the shaft that drives both pumps is working)
On the old gear pumps, it is a pretty good indicator that oil is coming out, so oil must be going in.
But on the later gerotor pumps, 1977 onwards and with that big seal between the two halves of the
pump, it ain't necessarily so.
If the seal between the supply and return pumps is leaking, the return pump is in effect sucking straight
from the oil tank,
Via the supply pump and leaky seal and is not picking up any air from the sump. Return flow will look
fantastic.
(better than on a properly functioning oil pump in fact!)

Possible causes of low or no oil to the motor or oil tank (discussing the oil pump only):
There have been reports of oil pump to case gaskets made with the feed hole
punched out.
This would keep feed oil from entering the motor.
Always check that before installing the oil pump on the motor.
Cracked gerotors or too much clearance between the inner and outer gerotors will
lower outlet pressure / oil flow to the motor.
The gerotors work by picking up oil from the inlet cavity and moving that oil to the outlet
cavity.
As the gerotors turn, previous oil deposited in the outlet cavity is pressured to keep moving
the next time the outlet cavity is filled on rotation.
If there is a crack in a gerotor or a wide clearance between inner and outer gerotors,
pressure will be forced into these areas instead.
The crack may open up under pressure and let the oil out also.
Basically you lose some pressure on the outlet side as some oil is simply being transferred
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from the outlet side back to the inlet side of the pump.
An out of round gerotor bore in the housing or cover can reduce oil pressure.
This equates to too large of clearance around the gerotor OD lessening the hydraulic seal.
This can be caused by the separator plates and/or gerotors getting sideways in their bores
and wearing the surrounding aluminum.
Air leakage into the pump can result in low oil pressure.
If oil can leak out, air can leak in. Just as the oil return in the tank can be seen in spurts, the
feed side also comes in spurts.
So there is a small instance of high and low pressure coming from the feed gerotors to outlet
pressure.
This can equate to a push / pull situation inside the oil pump (both having their own pressure
cycles).
So the pump can leak oil out of cracks and a quick cycle of vacuum (or reverse pressure) can
pull in air from the outside into the pump.

Loose hose clamps at the oil pump and/or oil tank feed hose fittings or split
hoses can create air leaks.
If using crimped hose connectors, check them to make sure they are tight. If using
worm drive hose clamps, make sure they are tight.
Also make sure they haven't been tightened too much (which can cut into the hose
under the clamp).
This will prevent air leakage into the system which could cause loss of oil pressure due
to an airlock in the oil pump.
Also periodically check all hoses for rot.
Cracks in the pump cover (big or small) at the area of the oil pressure switch
are also a source for air intake.
When installing the oil pressure switch, make sure you don't tighten it too much.
5-7 ft/lb (or hand tight plus a nudge) is all it takes to tighten the pressure switch.
Much more than that will simply crack the aluminum around the threads.
Click Here to read more about the oil pressure switch in the Sportsterpedia.
The oil pump has to be primed or it will not pump oil.
If you've recently removed the oil pump or feed hose (drained the oil from), air will be
present instead.
It takes a hydraulic seal around the gerotors to create oil flow/pressure.
There have been several reports of work done on the oil pump or an oil pump swap in
where no oil flow was noticed during the first ride afterward.
Any time the oiling system is worked on, make sure to first check that there is return
oil coming back into the oil tank.
(especially before risking a no oiling condition on the road)
Once the oil pump is initially primed, it should stay primed until such time the pump or
feed hose is later removed.

Sheared pin on the gearshaft that turns the gerotors:
There are two solid pins (1 for feed side, 1 for return side) on the gearshaft that are
responsible for turning the gerotors.
Either pin can shear from wear or from a sudden jolt on the oil pump in operation.
If on return side, the return gerotors stop turning and oil backs up in the sump (wet sumping
to follow).
Most if not all the oil in the tank will be pumped into the motor but you'll get no return to the
tank.
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If on the feed side, the oil light should come on (everybody SHOULD have one) to let you
know oil is not feeding the motor.
The oil tank will stay full with no oil moving about.
If both pins shear at the same time…. you've probably already discovered more problems at
that point.
If the oil lines are ran incorrect, this could stop the oil flow to the motor.
If the oil pump check valve is blocked or seized in the closed position, you'll get no oil to the
motor.

General Wear / Damage Issues: (things to keep in the back of your head when dealing with
oiling issues)

Gerotors can crack but still work to a point.
That point may be where it finally wears out the pump housing to gerotor OD clearance thus
delivering less oil to the motor.
There is no spec for gerotor to housing clearance.
But even hairline cracks in a gerotor will allow it to expand when hot.
This will eat away at the housing bore, heat up the pump and internals causing damage to
other pump parts as well.
Cracked gerotors will also produce less oil pressure.
Gearshaft pins can shear off, stopping either the feed side or return side or even
both from turning.
The solid pins in the side of the gearshaft are responsible for turning the gerotors.
The pins will wear and sometimes they will shear off. Each gerotor set has it's own pin.
So it's possible for the pin on the return side to shear with the pin on the feed side staying in
tact or vice-versa.
So you could have feed oil to the motor but no oil return to the tank or vice-versa.
Always check for oil returning to the tank when diagnosing any suspected oiling issues (or
any time after checking the oil for that matter).
Never check oil level without the motor being up to operating temp.
So before you shut the motor down to check the oil, have a look in the tank to verify that oil
is returning.
The roll pin in the oil pump housing can shear or pull out.
This may be due to foreign matter in the feed or return cavities.
The feed gerotors are already under pressure due to the spring washer design alone.
Any foreign objects that enter the pump can increase the pressure against the outer plate.
From the return side, it can push the inner plate toward the feed side. From the feed side, it'll
create more pressure on the feed side only.
If the extra pressure is enough to grab and spin the plate hard enough, that could be enough
to knock the pin out of it's hole in the housing.
If the roll pin comes out, it will cause damage to the oil pump.
If it gets lodged between the inner and outer gerotors, it'll most likely crack the outer piece
(weaker of the two pieces).
If it gets under the feed gerotors, it'll get dragged across the gerotor surface in the cover.
This will end up in scratches on the machined surface and lower oil pressure from the pump
due to the scratches.
With the roll pin out, the outer plate under pressure can spin and wallow out the feed bore in
the housing around the plate.
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Hopper of the XLFORUM
https://www.xlforum.net/forum/sportster-motorcycle-forum/sportster-motorcycle-era-specific-and-model-s
pecific/ironhead-sportster-motorcycle-talk-1957-1985/183572-oil-light-flickering-
at-55mph/page13?t=1974975&page=13
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